Southeast Asia
Young Architects &
Lighting Designers Forum 2021
Design Resilience and Regionalisation in
the time of a Global Pandemic
Heliconia Meeting Room, Level 3,
Marina Bay Sands Singapore
24 November 2021
9am - 6pm

The inaugural ASEAN Young Architects & Lighting Designers
Forum 2021 brings together emerging young architects and
lighting designers in Singapore.
With special online participation from ASEAN young architects, who will
share their views on resilience during the time of a global pandemic, and
regionalisation even as transnational borders are shut.
This conference brings together aspects of design, domesticity,
community, sustainability and internationalisation in a day’s worth of
seminars and panel discussions. It aims to instill a sense of optimism in a time
of uncertainty and to define the indomitable spirit of our times, uncertain
as the future may be.

Our Speakers
Caffeine in workspaces The intangible added value of light

Form Follow Context
by Denny Setiawan

Indonesia is a large country and
has a diverse ethnicity. The
diversity in Indonesia is a
challange for every Indonesian
young architect to face.
In this session, Denny Setiawan
shares how to create sustainable
architecture that fit to the needs
of every family.

by Melvyn Law

Coffee and tea are two popular
beverages enjoyed by many in the
world; some for its taste, or a
habitual drink of communal
activity, but to many of us, in
keeping awake.
In this session, Melvyn Law discusses
about the rising awareness on the
benefits of designed illumination,
for healthy spaces.

More speakers’ details will be added in due course.

Pricing
Conference Packages
For Industry Professionals Only
Singapore (Local and PR) – In-Person Fee 2
Singapore (Local and PR) – Virtual Fee
Singapore (Foreigners) – In-Person Fee 2
Singapore (Foreigners) – Virtual Fee
Interna�onal – Virtual Fee

Regular Fee

Subsidised Fee

SGD$214
SGD$107
SGD$214 3
SGD$107 3
SGD$100

SGD$107 1, 3
SGD$53.50 1, 3
-

Note:
1. Singapore delegates (Local and PR) attending ASEAN Young Architects and Lighting
Designer’s Forum 2021 qualify for subsidy under the E2i Training Fund of $15/hr or 50%
of applicable fee, whichever is lower. The expected subsidy is estimated as 50%
respectively for In-person and Virtual Fee. (Subject to confirmation by E2i.)

2. The fee will entitle the In-Person delegate to 1 conference seat, bento lunch and one
coffee break

3. The above fee is inclusive of a 7% GST.

ENQUIRES
For conference enquiries, please
get in touch with our team at
abs.conference@cems.com.sg

REGISTRATION
Scan the QR code
to register now!

